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Abstract

Full likelihood-based inference for high-dimensional multivariate extreme value distributions, or max-
stable processes, is feasible when incorporating occurrence times of the maxima; without this information,
d-dimensional likelihood inference is usually precluded due to the large number of terms in the likelihood.
However, some studies have noted bias when performing high-dimensional inference that incorporates
such event information, particularly when dependence is weak. We elucidate this phenomenon, showing
that for unbiased inference in moderate dimensions, dimension d should be of a magnitude smaller than
the square root of the number of vectors over which one takes the componentwise maximum. A bias
reduction technique is suggested and illustrated on the extreme value logistic model.

1 Introduction

LetXi = (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,d) (i = 1, . . . , n), denote a collection of independent and identically distributed random
vectors with standard Fréchet margins, P(Xi,j ≤ xj) = exp(−1/xj), xj > 0 (j = 1, . . . , d). Multivariate max-
stable distributions arise as the only possible non-degenerate limits of suitably normalized componentwise
maxima of such vectors. That is, if the normalized componentwise maximum vector,

Mn/n =

(
max
1≤i≤n

Xi,1, . . . , max
1≤i≤n

Xi,d

)
/n, (1)

satisfies

P(Mn/n ≤ x)→ G(x), x = (x1, . . . , xd), (2)

as n → ∞ for some non-degenerate G, then G(x) = exp{−V (x)}, x > 0, is a multivariate max-stable
distribution, with standard Fréchet margins. In (2), and throughout, inequalities between vectors should
be interpreted componentwise. The function V describes the limiting dependence between maxima; it is
homogeneous of order −1 and satisfies the marginal condition V (∞, . . . ,∞, xj ,∞, . . . ,∞) = x−1j (j =
1, . . . , d).

Full likelihood-based inference for multivariate max-stable distributions is inhibited by the fact that the
d-dimensional density,

∂d

∂x1 · · · ∂xd
e−V (x), (3)

is a sum of the dth Bell number, Bd, of terms, each term corresponding to one possible partition of the set
{1, . . . , d}. When dimension d is moderate to large, enumeration of all Bd terms needed in the likelihood (3)
is infeasible. One solution is the use of pairwise composite likelihoods (Padoan et al., 2010), but whilst this
provides consistent inference, its efficiency can be low in comparison to estimators from full likelihoods (Huser
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et al., 2014). However, Stephenson and Tawn (2005) showed that if the occurrence times of the maxima
were known, then the likelihood (3) could be substantially simplified, since only one set of derivatives of V ,
corresponding to the partition detailing which maxima occurred in which original vectors, need be included.
To make this concrete, suppose that d = 4, and that the first two componentwise maxima occurred in
a single vector, Xa, whilst the third and fourth occurred in two separate vectors, Xb, and Xc. Then
Mn = (Xa,1, Xa,2, Xb,3, Xc,4), and the partition corresponding to these occurrence times is {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}}.
The limiting joint density of both the maxima and these occurrence times is

−V{1,2}(x)V{3}(x)V{4}(x)e−V (x), x = (x1, x2, x3, x4),

where here and throughout subscripts of sets containing natural numbers denote partial differentiation with
respect to the variables indexed by the subscript. Wadsworth and Tawn (2014) used ideas of Stephenson
and Tawn (2005) to facilitate d-dimensional inference for a class of tractable max-stable processes, observing
large efficiency gains. For relatively strong dependence their estimation seemed approximately unbiased,
but potential bias was noted under weaker dependence. For a related class of models Thibaud and Optiz
(2014) also record lower bias from pairwise than full likelihoods in certain senarios, and Huser et al. (2014)
note a similar effect for a high-dimensional extreme value logistic distribution. This note explores this effect,
and in particular investigates how bias scales with dimension. A bias reduction technique, which keeps the
number of terms in the likelihood manageable for moderate d, is suggested and illustrated on the extreme
value logistic distribution.

2 Independence

To fix ideas, consider the simplest max-stable dependence structure: independence. By Stephenson and
Tawn (2005), if Xi = (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,d) (i = 1, . . . , n) are random vectors that converge to the independence
max-stable limit, then, with probability 1, the limiting partition of the occurrence times of the normalized
componentwise maxima is {{1}, {2}, . . . , {d}}, i.e., the relevant likelihood contribution is

(−1)dV{1}(x)V{2}(x) · · ·V{d}(x)e−V (x), x = (x1, . . . , xd).

A different partition of the maxima would indicate that the components were not mutually independent, and
so bias the inference. Now consider the situation where Xi = (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,d), are exactly independent, both
over j = 1, . . . , d and i = 1, . . . , n. The data are already max-stable, so no dependence structure convergence
need take place. However, the probability that in the componentwise maximum vector, each component
Mn,j , j = 1, . . . , d, comes from a different underlying vector Xi is

n

n
× n− 1

n
× n− 2

n
× · · · × n− (d− 1)

n
=

n!

(n− d)!nd
.

This does indeed converge to 1 as n → ∞, but unlike the dependence structure itself, which is already
max-stable, some convergence must occur for the partition of the occurrence times to indicate independence.
Moreover, if d grows with n, then convergence of the partition of occurrence times to the correct one may
be destroyed. One typically thinks of d as fixed, but in a spatial application where data are limited, and the
number of sites is relatively high, d may well be comparable to a power of n. Using Stirling’s formula, as
n→∞,

n!

(n− d)!nd
= e−d

(
1− d

n

)−1/2−(n−d)
+O(n−1). (4)

If d = dn →∞ is an integer sequence changing with n such that dn = o(n) then (4) remains valid, and can
be expressed as

exp

[
−d

2
n

2n
{1 + o(1)}

]
, n→∞, (5)

so that the condition for the limit to equal 1 is dn = o(n1/2).
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3 General max-stable dependence

We remain in the max-stable framework, but consider more general dependence structures. Now suppose
that Xi = (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,d) (i = 1, . . . , n) come from a multivariate max-stable distribution with standard
Fréchet margins, so that P(Xi ≤ x) = F (x) = e−V (x), x = (x1, . . . , xd) > 0. We assume that the joint
density exists, and can be expressed as

e−V (x)
d∑
k=1

{d,k}∑
j=1

k∏
l=1

{−Vπk,j,l(x)}, (6)

where the {d, k} are Stirling numbers of the second kind, i.e., the number of the Bd partitions composed of
k sets, and {πk,j,l}kl=1 is an enumeration of all subsets in the jth partition of size k. Max-stability of the Xi

implies that Mn/n is equal in distribution to X, as

P(Mn/n ≤ x) = F (nx)n = e−nV (nx) = F (x).

The joint density function, fX , can thus be expressed in two equivalent ways, as

∂d

∂x1 · · · ∂xd
F (x) = nd

∂d

∂nx1 · · · ∂nxd
F (nx)n. (7)

Evaluation of these derivatives requires repeated use of the product rule, but the natural decomposition
for the functions in the product is different. It turns out that the two resulting summations highlight the
partitions of occurrence of componentwise maxima from an infinite and finite number of samples, respectively.

Let Rn be a sequence of random variables taking values on the space of partitions of {1, . . . , d}, which
represent the events that the componentwise maxima from n independent vectors come from a particular
configuration of the n vectors. Denote by R the limiting random variable, i.e., Rn converges in distribution
to R as n→∞, and let fX,Rn and fX,R denote the joint densities of (X,Rn) and (X,R) respectively. The
left-hand side of (7) is most simply expressed by (6), whilst the right-hand side has the natural expression

fX(x) = nd
d∑
k=1

{d,k}∑
j=1

n!

(n− k)!
F (nx)n−k

k∏
l=1

Fπk,j,l(nx) (8)

= nd
d∑
k=1

{d,k}∑
j=1

n!

(n− k)!
e−(n−k)V (nx)

k∏
l=1

{
e−V (nx)

}
πk,j,l

(9)

=
d∑
k=1

{d,k}∑
j=1

fX,Rn(x; {πk,j,l}kl=1), (10)

which is formula (2.4) of Stephenson and Tawn (2005). They argue for the equality between lines (8) and (10)
as follows: when the partition is of size k, there are n!/(n − k)! ways to select the k vectors in which the
maxima occur; F (nx)n−k is the probability that the remaining n − k of the vectors take values less than
the observed scaled maxima nx, whilst for the partition {πk,j,l}kl=1, Fπk,j,l(nx) (l = 1, . . . , k) are the joint
densities of the maxima and censored components, which are multiplied due to independence over the n
repetitions. Taking any particular partition, for fixed d and as n→∞,

fX,Rn(x; {πk,j,l}kl=1)→ fX,R(x; {πk,j,l}kl=1) = e−V (x)
k∏
l=1

{−Vπk,j,l(x)}.

It follows that (6) may also be written

d∑
k=1

{d,k}∑
j=1

fX,R(x; {πk,j,l}kl=1). (11)
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Integration of fX,Rn or fX,R with respect to x over Rd+ yields P(Rn = {πk,j,l}kl=1) or P(R = {πk,j,l}kl=1).
As in Section 2, consider the probability that all the maxima occur in separate events, i.e., P(Rn =
{{1}, . . . , {d}}). The contribution to summation (10) is

fX,Rn(x; {{1}, . . . , {d}}) =
n!

(n− d)!nd
{

(−1)dV{1}(x)V{2}(x) · · ·V{d}(x)
}
e−V (x),

so that

P(Rn = {{1}, . . . , {d}}) =
n!

(n− d)!nd
P(R = {{1}, . . . , {d}}). (12)

Expression (12) shows that potential bias manifests itself in the same manner as in the independence case,
where P(R = {{1}, . . . , {d}}) = 1. Under asymptotic dependence, the particular event R = {{1}, . . . , {d}}
may in general have quite a low probability, even for weakly dependent processes, but similar issues arise for
all partitions of size m, where m is much closer to d than to 1. By matching partitions in (10) and (11) and
isolating the relevant components of (6) and (9) one can establish that for m ≤ d− 1

P(Rn = {πm,j,l}ml=1) =
n!

(n−m)!nm

P(R = {πm,j,l}ml=1) +

d∑
k=m+1

Nj,k∑
r=1

1

nk−m
P(R = {πk,r,l}kl=1)

 , (13)

withNj,k being the number of partitions of size k induced by the partial differentiation operation
∏m
l=1

{
e−V (x)

}
πm,j,l

.

Bias can therefore be anticipated when d is large for a given n, and the probabilities P(R = {πm,j,l}ml=1), for
m near to d, are large compared to those for m near to 1. Indeed, for m = 1, (13) is

P(Rn = {1, . . . , d}) = P(R = {1, . . . , d}) +

d∑
k=2

{d,k}∑
j=1

1

nk−1
P(R = {πk,j,l}kl=1),

so that the difference P(Rn = {1, . . . , d}) − P(R = {1, . . . , d}) is bounded above by 1/n. For strongly
dependent processes it is these probabilities for m near 1 that will dominate, thus bias will be much smaller.

4 Second order bias reduction

The calculations of Section 3 suggest the use of the contributions fX,Rn , in place of fX,R, in a likelihood.
However, from (9) one can see that the contribution fX,Rn may once more be a sum of a large number of
terms. A second order correction, i.e., including all terms of first and second order in n from fX,Rn appears
to be a viable alternative for moderate d. This is tantamount to assuming that realizations of the random
variable Rn, whose probability mass function is described by equations such as (13), are in fact realizations
of the random variable R∗n, which has probability mass function

P(R∗n = {πm,j,l}ml=1) = P(R = {πm,j,l}ml=1)

{
1− m(m− 1)

2n

}
+

Nj,m+1∑
r=1

1

n
P(R = {πm+1,r,l}m+1

l=1 ), (14)

for j = 1, . . . , {d,m}, and m = 1, . . . , d − 1; for m = d the final summation is empty and is dropped.
Equation (14) is simply the right hand side of (13) truncated after terms of order 1/n. By contrast, when
using the Stephenson–Tawn likelihood one assumes that the random variables Rn are realizations of the
limiting random variable R. We denote this second order truncated density by fX,R∗

n
. This is a valid

density; because (10) is equal to (6), all terms of the same order in n must cancel. However, there is a
restriction on the dimension d for use of R∗n, since for positivity, one can see from (14) that we require
1− d(d− 1)/(2n) > 0, i.e., n > d(d− 1)/2.

In general, if the size of the partition |Rn| = m, and if each of these m subsets contains di elements,
i = 1, . . . ,m, so that

∑m
i=1 di = d, then there will be

∑m
i=1{di, 2} additional terms in the density contribution

fX,R∗
n

compared with fX,R. Since {d, 2} = 2d−1 − 1, the additional number of terms is
∑m
i=1(2di−1 − 1) ≤

2d−1 − 1.
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As a concrete example, suppose that d = 5 and Rn = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}}, so that the leading order term
corresponds to −V{1,2}V{3,4}V{5}. The size of the partition is m = 3, with d1 = d2 = 2 and d3 = 1. Then
there are (21 − 1) + (21 − 1) + (20 − 1) = 2 terms of order 1/n, which correspond to V{1,2}V{3}V{4}V{5} and
V{1}V{2}V{3,4}V{5}. Therefore in this case

fX,R∗
n

=
[
−V{1,2}V{3,4}V{5}(1− 3/n) + V{1,2}V{3}V{4}V{5}/n+ V{1}V{2}V{3,4}V{5}/n

]
e−V .

We implement this idea for the logistic model (Tawn, 1990), where V (x) = (
∑d
i=1 x

−1/α
i )α, α ∈ (0, 1],

using the likelihood contribution fX,R∗
n

in place of fX,R. Table 1 details the sample bias and standard
deviation of 1500 maximum likelihood estimates of α, each calculated from a sample of 100 d-vectors Mn/n,
see equation (1), with each Xi simulated directly from the max-stable logistic model. The sizes of n, d, and
level of dependence α varied as detailed in the table; values of α closer to 0 indicate stronger dependence.
As expected, the results suggest that the largest reduction in bias occurs under weak dependence and for
smaller n; as n increases bias should disappear and both methods become equivalent. Standard deviations
are smaller for the Stephenson–Tawn likelihood, though the difference is generally quite small.

The first three lines of Table 2 display the mean number of terms used in the second order likelihood,
for the ranges of d and α used in Table 1; the second three lines are discussed in Section 5. The figures
are averaged across n, as there is little variation over n. For weaker dependence the numbers are much
smaller, demonstrating that this bias reduction procedure is most feasible when it is most beneficial, at least
in moderate dimensions.

Table 1: Top: Sample bias (top three rows) and sample standard deviation (second three rows) from the
second order likelihood fX,R∗

n
; figures have been multiplied by 10000. An asterisk indicates that the bias is

significantly different from zero at a 5% level. Bottom: as top, but for the Stephenson–Tawn likelihood.
α = 0.1 α = 0.4 α = 0.7 α = 0.9

n | d 6 8 10 6 8 10 6 8 10 6 8 10
Second order likelihood

50 1 0 0 1 −2 −1 −5 10∗ 10∗ −5 −25∗ −60∗
100 0 −1 0 2 −3 2 1 5 2 2 5 −6∗
500 0 0 −1 0 2 −3 −6 −11∗ −3 −3 −1 1
50 37 30 26 126 107 93 164 134 120 134 114 97
100 35 29 26 124 107 94 161 135 119 132 108 97
500 35 30 27 122 102 90 160 130 117 125 102 89

Stephenson–Tawn likelihood
50 0 −1 −1 −30∗ −34∗ −34∗ −167∗ −178∗ −199∗ −351∗ −425∗ −490∗
100 −1 −1 0 −14∗ −19∗ −14∗ −82∗ −91∗ −106∗ −181∗ −220∗ −263∗
500 0 0 −1 −3 −1 −6∗ −23∗ −30∗ −25∗ −41∗ −48∗ −56∗
50 36 30 26 123 104 90 154 124 110 125 105 91
100 35 29 26 122 105 92 155 129 113 124 102 90
500 35 30 27 122 101 90 158 129 115 123 100 87

Table 2: Mean number of terms in the second order likelihood, averaged over n = 50, 100, 500 for d = 6, 8, 10;
n = 200, 500, 1500 for d = 15, 20, and n = 1500 for d = 50. Figures under 1000 are given to the nearest
integer; figures over 1000 are given to three significant figures.

d α = 0.1 α = 0.4 α = 0.7 α = 0.9
6 28 17 8 3
8 107 57 23 8

10 417 203 73 20
15 1.30× 104 5.32× 103 1.58× 103 354
20 3.98× 105 1.48× 105 3.91× 104 8.02× 103

50 3.84× 1014 1.06× 1014 1.99× 1013 3.54× 1012

In order to assess the relative effects of convergence of the dependence structure and of the partition
variable, we also consider inference on data in the domain of attraction of the logistic max-stable distribution.
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Specifically, we use data with standard Fréchet margins and Archimedean dependence structure, so that

F (x) = φ

[
d∑
i=1

φ−1{exp(−1/xi)}

]
,

where the Archimedean generator is φ(x) = (xα + 1)−1, α ∈ (0, 1], termed an outer power Clayton copula,
and simulated using the copula library in R (Hofert and Mächler, 2011; Hofert et al., 2014). These data are
in the domain of attraction of the logistic distribution with the same parameter value α. Table 3 details the
sample bias from 1500 maximum likelihood estimates each calculated from 100 d-vectors Mn/n. Standard
deviations give a broadly similar picture to Table 1, and hence are omitted. As should be expected the biases
are all more severe than in Table 1, since there is also dependence structure convergence involved, but the
bias is reduced by use of the second order likelihood, as it alleviates one of the causes. The mean numbers
of terms in the likelihood do not differ by more than two from the corresponding figures in Table 2.

Table 3: Biases as in Table 1, but for data simulated from the outer power Clayton copula.
α = 0.1 α = 0.4 α = 0.7 α = 0.9

n | d 6 10 6 10 6 10 6 10
Second order likelihood

50 −11∗ −11∗ −61∗ −58∗ −158∗ −194∗ −277∗ −422∗

100 −5∗ −5∗ −30∗ −32∗ −85∗ −106∗ −161∗ −214∗

500 −3∗ 0 −4 −6∗ −21∗ −26∗ −37∗ −52∗

Stephenson–Tawn likelihood
50 −12∗ −11∗ −90∗ −88∗ −315∗ −385∗ −634∗ −835∗

100 −5∗ −5∗ −45∗ −48∗ −167∗ −211∗ −353∗ −477∗

500 −3∗ 0 −7∗ −9∗ −38∗ −48∗ −76∗ −111∗

5 Comments

The inclusion of information on occurrence times, which makes likelihood inference for max-stable distribu-
tions feasible in high dimensions, can also lead to estimation bias if the dimension is too high for the number
of events over which one maximizes. In practice there could be situations where we cannot maximize over
100 events, perhaps one summer’s worth of daily maximum temperatures, and perform 10-dimensional in-
ference using the Stephenson–Tawn likelihood, expecting it to be unbiased. Bias is not the only concern
in the performance of an estimator, but efficiency considerations have been explored more thoroughly in
Wadsworth and Tawn (2014), Thibaud and Optiz (2014) and Huser et al. (2014). The latter empirically
decompose root mean squared errors of several likelihood estimators into bias and variance contributions,
thus offering some guide as to when bias may dominate.

The simulation study of Section 4 was restricted to d ≤ 10; in spatial applications, higher dimensions
frequently arise. When d is much larger than 10, the number of terms in the second order likelihood can
become prohibitive even under weak dependence. The final three lines of Table 2 detail such numbers, which
were calculated, but not enumerated, via simulation as per the first three lines. As noted in Section 4, the
second order correction requires n > d(d−1)/2, and thus in order to use fX,R∗

n
, n need be of order d2, which is

also increasingly unrealistic as d grows. Interestingly however, as d and n grow simultaneously in the manner
d � n1/2, the overall bias from the Stephenson–Tawn likelihood for the logistic model decreases. For α = 0.9,
d = 10, 20, 30, 40 and n = d2/2, the biases, multiplied by 10000, from 1500 repetitions are respectively
−487,−220,−136,−96, with similar behaviour for other values of α. This pattern of reduction in bias also
extends to n growing more slowly with d; for n = 2d, the equivalent figures are −1030,−877,−798,−744 .
Tables 1 and 3, and equations (5) and (13) clearly indicate that for a fixed n, bias will increase in d under weak
dependence. Whilst equations (12) and (13) indicate that for d = Ω(n1/2) the ratio P(|Rn| = m)/P(|R| = m)
does not converge to unity for m near d, the behaviour of P(|Rn| = m), and its effect on the maximum
likelihood estimate, becomes difficult to analyze fully as the dimension grows. Further work could explore
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this, however the fact remains that in practice one may seldom have n sufficiently large to rely on bias
disappearing.

Estimation of model parameters is often not the primary goal of an analysis, but rather estimation of
probabilities of extreme events. In a multivariate setting, there are several possibilities for defining extreme
events, and the context of application will normally dictate those of interest. As one example, let xp be the
level exceeded by at least one component of Mn/n with probability p. For the logistic model the maximum
likelihood estimate of xp is x̂p = dα̂/{− log(1 − p)}, which is negatively biased if the maximum likelihood

estimate α̂ < α, and has true non-exceedance probability of (1− p)dα−α̂
.

We focussed on the likelihood for the componentwise maximum distribution. Provided that all obser-
vations are available then a threshold-based model is usually preferred. Similar issues to those discussed
herein apply, though the partition variables in question will be of a different nature and indicate locations
of threshold exceedances rather than configurations of maxima. In fact the Stephenson and Tawn (2005)
likelihood for maxima is a special case of a threshold-based likelihood, with the threshold set at the observed
maxima (Wadsworth and Tawn, 2014).

The discussion above suggests possibilities for bias reduction techniques. Implementing one such possi-
bility for one simple model indicated that indeed bias reduction can be achieved, with the largest gains for
weak dependence. Whilst the second order likelihood becomes difficult to implement in higher dimensions,
the problem of bias appears to reduce for d and n growing simulataneously. A more thorough investigation
into different likelihoods and for more realistic models seems warranted.
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